APRIL RAFFLE BLOCK
CALLING ALL ORPHANS

This block is due for drawing at the April, 2014 Meeting

Got pesky Orphan Blocks kicking around? You know them –
- Samples made in a class
- Blocks made to try out a pattern or fabric
- Extras left over from a project
- Oops blocks made the wrong size
- Batch from a block swap

If you are like us, all are thrown into a box or bag for ‘someday’. Well, someday is NOW. They can be a treasure trove for you or someone else that wins the raffle.

So for this month’s raffle there is no new sewing required. Just bring any and all orphans you have and put your name in the bucket once for each block as usual.

**RULES** – Almost none.
Blocks can be any size, any colors.
No borders or partial blocks, please.

**SUGGESTION** – If you have a lot to unload, write your name on an appropriate number of slips of paper ahead of time at home.

**DRAWING(s)** – We expect a boatload of entries, so we plan to sort them into similar-size batches. First name drawn will pick the batch they prefer – by size of block or height of batch. Ditto for other batches.

Suggestion for winners – A sampler made from these would make a great top for a Community Quilt.

As usual, the more you make (have made in this case) the more chances you have to win a big batch. Have fun, good luck cleaning out your supply and at the drawing.

**SPECIAL NOTE** – We plan to ‘retire’ after 3 Guild years of doing this job. It was great fun but time for fresh ideas – good to share with one or two others. See us for info!

Raffle Block team – Sue McGuire (482-3075), Jeanette Mann (372-3216) & Carolyn McCray (372-4875). Call if questions.